Kobe Bryant vs. LeBron James
Arguably the best two basketball players of all time. Some argue that one had a better career
than the other. Others say that one was a more complete than the other. In this essay I will be
arguing that Kobe Bryant was a better basketball player than Lebron James. By best player I
mean the most complete in every aspect of the game of basketball. When Kobe Bryant was in
the NBA at his peak he was a better basketball player than Lebron when he was at his peak, a
couple of years ago. Kobe was better because he was an all around better player than Lebron,
Kobe had something about him and his mentality that Lebron never had, and Kobe was a much
better defender.
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First, LeBron may be an increasingly prevailing player, yet Kobe is a progressively flexible and
balanced player, which gives him the edge. While LeBron is an inside and outside player, with
dangerous power that makes him practically difficult to watch, he needs sense and on-court
tastefulness and style. In correlation, Kobe was extraordinary on offense, a superior finisher and
a superior protector. He likewise had astounding expectation and impulses that were idealized
with Phil Jackson's (Kobe’s coach for most of his career) triangle offense.
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An enormous piece of Michael Jordan's legendary status was earned on the day he dominated
match five of the 1997 finals in Utah, when he scored 38 points with flu like side effects,
including an incredibly high fever. This is the thing that makes legends. Kobes legendary
moment came when, Kobe took over game four in the 2000 finals with a harmed lower leg. He
basically won the finals with one and a half legs . His hard working attitude and desire were
moving. Paying little attention to his physical condition.
Safeguard wins titles. Of course, you must be a decent hostile group, clearly, however in the
frightening finals, having a superior guarded group has, verifiably, made winning the title almost
certain. In the Kobe versus LeBron squabble, the two players are tremendous gifts with gigantic
hostile capacities. While LeBron was named multiple times in the NBA All-Guarded group, Kobe
was named multiple times in the NBA All-Cautious group. The last's cautious commitment was
key in separating rivals' developments and beginning counterattacks. This differing range of
abilities gave him a greater amount of a capacity to lift up his group in any phase of the game.
Kobe through his career also picked up 12 all defensive team awards through his twenty year
nba tenure. All Defensive Team award consists of NBA analyst choosing five players from that
season who they consider had the best defensive season. They choose one player from each
position and put them in a five man lineup. Lebron James has not finished his career yet, but he
has only won the All Defensive Team award six times. Even Though Lebron has been in the
league for 16 years, we can break this down into a statistical standpoint. Lebron has won six
times out of sixteen years when we simplify this into a ratio it would be three awards every eight
years. Kobe on the other hand went twelve for twenty, which equals to three awards just like
Lebron, but this time it's every five years.
On the other hand, LeBron can obliterate every and each adversary he faces. Many argue that
his mentality is not quite the same as Kobe's. It is felt that LeBron does not have the wow factor
that Kobe has, which separates a player from the rest. The capacity to perform when it makes a
difference most, despite seemingly insurmountable opposition, which Kobe did more than once,
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characterizes genuine legends. Some examples of Kobe performing when it mattered most are,
2009 nba Finals game seven, 2010 NBA Finals, and when he had to close out a playoff game
when he was only 20 without the star at the time, Shaquille O’neal.
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Consequently, Kobe Bryant was a better Basketball Player than Lebron James because, when
Kobe Bryant was in the NBA at his peak he was a better basketball player than Lebron James
when he was at his peak. Kobe was better because he was an all around better player than
Lebron, Kobe had something about him and his mentality that Lebron never had, and Kobe was
a much better defender.
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